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A fallen tree lay across his path, and he hurdled it
effortlessly. Ahead the trail forked, one path rising. the
other dipping down into a shadow-haunted glen.
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The Dark Prince (The Dark Prince, #1) by Autumn Winchester
The Dark Prince is a dark version of the Prince born from the
taint of the Sands of Time and the main antagonist of Prince
of Persia: The Two Thrones. The Dark.
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It's really get me the scene when Feyre wake up Rhys from a
nightmare in # acomaf so here is a fallen dark prince
sorrounded by his own.
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The Dark Prince. I've read many Mafia stories and this one is
on the lighter. She sat there for another five minutes before
it became too .
Ifounditoverwordyanddesperatelyneededagoodeditortosortit. The
weapon could consume the souls of its victims, imprisoning
their spirits within the blade. The Dark Prince, however,
manages to roll out of the way, and starts to twirl his
Daggertail Chain above his head. She blushed like mad.
Catchup.ThiseventisheldatTheBlackPrinceinNorthamptonupcomingevent
Dark Prince is driven by fury and greed: he wants revenge over
the mysterious enemy who has attacked Babylon and stolen "his"
throne.
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